Flash-cooling and annealing of protein crystals.
Flash-cooling and annealing of macromolecular crystals have been investigated using in situ X-ray imaging, diffraction-peak lineshape measurements and conventional crystallographic diffraction. The dominant mechanisms by which flash-cooling creates disorder are suggested and a fixed-temperature annealing protocol for reducing this disorder is demonstrated that should be more reliable and flexible than existing protocols. Flash-cooling tetragonal lysozyme crystals degrades diffraction resolution and broadens the distributions of lattice orientations (mosaicity) and lattice spacings. The diffraction resolution strongly correlates with the width of the lattice-spacing distribution. Annealing at fixed temperatures of 253 and 233 K consistently reduces the lattice-spacing spread and improves the resolution for annealing times up to approximately 30s. X-ray images show that this improvement arises from the formation of well ordered domains with characteristic sizes >10 microm and narrower mosaicities than the crystal as a whole. Flash-cooled triclinic crystals of lysozyme, which have a smaller water content than the tetragonal form, diffract to higher resolution with smaller mosaicities and exhibit pronounced ordered domain structure even before annealing. It is suggested that differential thermal expansion of the protein lattice and solvent may be the primary cause of flash-cooling-induced disorder. Mechanisms by which annealing at T << 273 K reduce this disorder are discussed.